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CHAPTER-I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
INTRODUCTION 
Itoulana Abul Kalam Azad, as can be inferred from 
his multifarious activities in different walks of life, 
possessed a versatile personality. In the Indian history 
hu is remembered as a shining star in the galaxy of 
political leaders who bore all kinds of chagrins and 
hardships on the hands of the British rulers, alongwith 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru due to his dauntless utterances 
(Qaul-e-Faisal/ 1922) and sacrifices in the path of country's 
freedom struggle. Among the academicians he is known as a 
man of letters whose depth of knowledge can be assessed even 
by a cursory reading of his works specially his commentary 
on the HOLY QURAN — 
Perhaps it was his prof\indity of knowledge and love of 
education, along with his extra-ordinary political insight 
that he was found to be the most suitable person by Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru for holding the portfolio of education to 
the last breath of his life. It is his devotion and sustained 
interest in educational matters both from the ideological & 
practical points of view that stimulate a research worker to 
explore his ideas on different dimensions of education 
against the background of his life and educational philosophy. 
However, so hectic was his political career that Maulana Azad's 
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thoughts on education went very much unnoticed by the 
research minded people. May be, it is the reason why 
the Indian generations remember hini as a great patriot, a 
freedom fighter anc a political leader or at best an 
education minister but not so much as an educational 
thinker. 
The present work is a humble attempt to gather his 
educational ideas from his own writings and speeches 
delievered at different occasions and present them in a 
systematic way as far as possible. To a research worker 
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad seems to be standing between 
Ibne-Khaldtin and Imam C^azall as regards his philosophical 
and educational ideas •• the first representing the radical 
and the other traditional Islamic philosophy (Sehacht and 
Boswarth - 1974, G.E.Von G^ uneba^ Im, 1970). On the normative 
side Azad is more akin to Al-ghazali and on the methodological, 
he is more close to Ibne-Khaldun. 
An International Seminar on 'traditions and Modernity', 
organised by ICCR (Indian Council of Cultural Relation) 
the glowing tributes paid to Maulana Azad reflect the sweet 
but rare fusion of "all that was good in tradition and moder-
nity* embodied in his thought and personality. (Hindustan 
Times, Feb. 14th, 1990, p.5). 
HAULANA ABUL KALAM AZAD'S PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE 
AND EDUCATION 
iHiaulana Azad's philosophical ideas with the stamp of 
his individuality can be culled from his Tarjumanul Quran, his 
autobiograpliical descriptions in Ghubar-i-Khatir and other 
important journals & speeches. His commentary on the beginning 
chapters of the Holy Quran reveals quite evidently^ his meta-
physical concepts about God, Man and Universe, He was a firm 
believer in the existence and oneness of God of whose creation 
is the whole universe. And Man is the crown creation of God. 
To him God is the highest goodness, highest truth &. the highest 
beauty. He is the most powerful, ^ he most benevolent and the 
most kind provider of the whole universe. It is He who for 
the guidance of mankind sent his apostles, the last being 
the Holy Prophet Mohammad, Among His creations man holds the 
highest position, the God's 'Khalifa* on earth. (Speeches of 
I'laulana, concept of man in the east and the west, 1951), 
It was on the basis of his Quranic concepts that Maulana Abul 
Kaiam Azad had developed his universal values, the values of 
goodness, truth, beauty, love and justice. As it is the duty 
of all knowing men to lead the human beings from the abysm 
of ignorance to the light of knowledge and righteousness, 
Maulana Azad had stood up to this call of truth, to this 
universal call of Quran, 
Since leading the humanity out of ignorance to 
the brilxiance of knowledge involves sustained educational 
efforts Maulana Azad took upon himself the responsibility 
of educating the people as much as he could thxough the 
formation of education policies and their maximal execution. 
Quite evidently the universal values as described in the 
Holy uuran, regarding the good of man and his society 
constituted the axiology of l-toulana Abul Kalam Azad. 
It has now become an established fact, rather an old saying^ 
that life is education and education is life, which means that 
life and education are the two names of the same current. Life 
is a continuous process & so is education. Every experience 
of life has its educational relevance. As such the values 
o± life, become the values of education or the targets to be 
achieved in the forms of aims and obj ectives of education. 
Since Quran is the guidance for the whole mankind (Hudal 
linnas) Maulana advocated for universal education or 
education for all. His concept of education was based on the 
truth of thought and the integrity of action. First one 
should know the truth and then follow it. There should be no 
discrepancy between one's thought and action. The whole 
world should know what the truth is and then act accordingly 
for the benefit of the whole hxomanity as well as for one's 
ownself. Thus the scientific attitude was blended with humanis-
tic approach for the betterroent of human community beyond all 
geographical limits and boundaries. (Tarjumanul Quran 
English edition, p.187). 
Maulana Azad did believe in the freedom of Man but 
not without his belief in man's accountability before God 
on the day of judgement. This Quranic concept of freedom-
CU.U-accountability generates in man a sense of responsibility 
in all individual and social matters. To I4aulana Azad it 
is one of the nucleus-concept which forms the hub of human 
character i.e. responsible citis'.enship. 
The Holy Quran* gives clear guidance for self knowledge 
and for knowing and improving the hxainan coramxinity in all 
life spheres, (Tarjumanul Quran, p.176-78), Thus the ultimate 
objective of education is the individual's self knowledge 
leading to self actualization and self fullfilment which 
contributes towards the good of society. What were the valu«s 
of life for Maulana Azad^turned to be the universal values of 
education in his educational philosophy, namely (1) the 
attainment of good (2) the attainment of truth (3) the attain-
ment of beauty (4) the attainment of love and the (5) attain-
ment of justice for the individual as well as for the whole 
society. 
By the attainment of good (MARUP), Maulana Azad means 
the values which are good for the whole humanity and which 
form the common ground among all human societies (Tarj\imanul 
Quran volume I, p,207). The concept of good also entails 
the concept of evil or sin. Once again it is what is 
universally evil or the inappropriate use of human 
energies. (Al-Hilal, 18th August 1912, p.5). As the spirit 
of good and the elimination of evil call for sustained 
educational efforts/ to Maulana Azad such endevours assume 
the role of religious duty and a moral obligation of each 
and every individual in the society. 
The next value that Maulana upheld was that of knowing 
the truth (HAQ) and its adherence in the individual and social 
life of man. As discussed earlier his concept of truth (HAQ) 
implied the correctness of beliefs# of attitudes and of actions 
Wherever a tiruth is scientifically discovered it should become 
the proud possession of man (Al-Hilal, 9th Oct. 1912, p.7). 
As HAQ deserves to be delievered from generation to generation, 
the process of education becomes very crucial in the trans-
mission of HAQ while MARUF emphasises the moral aspect of 
life, the search after truth or HAQ constitutes a scientific 
attitude in man. 
The creation of God is marvellously beautifxil and God 
himself is the most beautiful, or the highest beauty. Each 
•aspect of life may have its own beauty in different forms. 
Everything and every action may assume an attribute of 
beauty also. For the attainment of beauty in things and 
action once again the process of education is very much 
needed. In this world of storm and stress the objective of 
the attainment of beauty in thought and action would certainly 
relieve the global tension (Tarjiimanul Quran, English 
edition, p.53). The universal value of beauty quite 
naturally brings in the fourth universal value as its 
corollary in Azad's educutional objectives. 
In man's pursuit of good, truth and beauty the 
activising' force of love is very much needed and appre-
ciated, A man has to generate in himself a real love of 
God, the highest beauty and his creations if he ever wants 
to recognise and appreciate the good truth and beauty in 
them. Here again man needs educution, the education of his 
attitudes towards his above mentioned values of life. The 
love of God can be gained through the love of one's fellow 
beings and the other creations of God. Man should be trained 
in loving also - loving God and fellowmen with patience and 
steadfastness. This value of compassion and love demands a 
process of education, a training in love for the whole 
humanity which leads to the love of God. (Al-Hilal, 19th 
and 26th August, 1940, p,l5). 
The emotive aspect of life needs the reign of reason 
for balancing things. In this regard Maulana upheld 
"justice as the supreme harmonising principle in the human 
life and the life of all creations. Justice or ADL plays 
a balancing and a modifying role in the whole uuiverse for 
developing the quality of Adl and justice in man's character 
s 
and also for its execution in different walks of life 
a man needs education and training. Thus one of the 
ultimate objectives of education would be, according to 
Maulana Azad, the development of the quality and characteris-
tic of Adl or harmony and balance for the individual as well 
as societal and global well being and happiness, (Tarjumanul 
uuran volxirae I edition II, p. 119), 
According to Maulana Azad it is only through embibing 
the universal values of goodness, truth, beauty, love and 
justice that a man can reach the point of maximal self-
actualization for the good of self and the human society. 
And it is only then he would become a good citizen, a creative 
productive member of his society and his country as well as 
the world in which the country exists. And it is only then 
a man would become a real knower and lover of God too. In 
this normative respect Azad looks very close of Imam Ghazali, 
Keeping in mind tue universal values discussed above 
one must feel inquisitive about the means and powers of 
their attainment ' lying in man, which would constitute the 
epistteinology of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. Azad had a very 
clear concept of ti^ie powers and limitations of man in under-
standing the truth behind the universe and its creator. 
He knew it well, as did the Greeks and Romans, that man 
is far above the animals by the virtue of his intellect 
or the power of reason which is far over and above the 
power of ordinary senses* which a man shares with the 
animals. The basic understanding of things or the external 
material environment comes through senses, be it seeing, 
hearing, touching or any other sense. Further complications 
within this material world, the causes and effects, inter-
dependence of things, and different types of relationships 
etc. are comprehended by the power of reason. As with the 
senses, Azad believed, the power of reason too had its 
limitations. Many of the phenomena in this very world and 
all in the world hereafter are beyond the powers of human 
cognition, e.g. the very creation of the solar system in this 
world and the whole concept of accountability including reward 
and punishmtint in the v/orld hereafter. It is at this junctxire 
that i^ulana Azad ahering to the philosophy of Islam goes far 
ahead the Greek and Roman Philosphers, In the realm of 
realities beyond the powers of reason man, for knowing them, 
needs the guidance of God in the form of revelations through 
His prophets or in the form of intuition - both being the 
forms of "HIDAYAT", 
As such it can be said that for the acquisiton of knowledge 
according to Maulana Azad, one has to benefit from his senses 
or the powers of experience & observation (The experiential 
knowledge "2IKR'*) from the powers of reason (the rational 
knowledge "FIKR") and from his deep reflection into the 
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revelations and intuitions, revealed and intuitive 
("TADABBUU"), (K.G.Saiyidain, 1961, p.18). 
In his emphasis on the rational knowledge of things 
Maulana Azad looks closer to Ibne-Khaldun while on the 
normative side he is, as already mentioned, closer to Imam 
Ghazali. His ambivalence towards Aligarh Movement might 
also t>e interpreted as a consequence of his balancing efforts 
between the two poles of thought (Al-Hilal, 2 (6): 85-6). 
It is against this philosophical background the present 
worker has made an attempt to present catagorically the 
ideas of iMaulana Abul Kalam Azad on different educational 
issues after presenting a biographical sketch for a better 
understanding of things. 
CHAPTER-I I 
LIFE AND WORKS 
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LIFE AND WORKS 
Maulana Abul Kalam 'Azad* was born on 11th November 
1888 at Mecca (Humayun Kabir) • His real name was Mohinxiddin 
Ahmad. His father's name was Khairuddin Dihlawi. His 
mother was an Arab woman, Khairuddin Dihlawi had settled 
in Arab after 1857, The family returned to India in 1898 
and settled down in Calcutta, At that time Maulana was ten 
years old. He had three elder sisters and one elder brother. 
His brother's name was Abu Nasr, He was three years older 
than him. Maulana Azad's father was very strict in matters of 
discipline and an orthodox Muslim. 
Azad and his brother Nasr got their education together 
and completed their religious education while they were in 
Mecca, At the age of ten Azad composed his first poem in Urdu, 
Maulvi Abdul Wahid Khan helped him in Urdu and suggested his 
'Takhallus' (Pen name) 'Azad* (Ion Douglous), In 1899 he pub-
lished his first issue Nairang'»e~Alain. At the age of twelve 
in 1900 he brought out a news paper 'Mlsbah,' 
Azad's formal education was dars-e-Nizami/ and he finished 
his studies at the very tender age of 15 years, Azad and his 
brother Nasr have contributed both in prose and poetry for 
Khadang-e-Nazr of Lucknow. This paper was published by Shibli, 
Azad admitted that Syed Ahmad Khan inspired him to learn 
English and Science, Although his father was very strict and 
totally against the modem education, Azad wanted to break a way 
from the traditional education. So he used to read Syed 
Ahmad Khan's writings and particularly the journal Tahzibul-
Akhlaq, At that time he regarded Syed Ahmad Khan as his 
real mentor and was greatly influenced by him. 
In a book Azad Ki Kahani, Azad Ki Zubani he writes; 
"Suddenly a new way opened before me. I refer to 
the writings of Sir Syed. Because this ejqjerience 
had a very great influence on ray religious and intellec-
tual life". 
At the age of 15 Azad started another journal Lisan-ul-
sldq. Its objectives were social reforms, promotion of Urtiu, 
reviews of other publication and the promotion of educational 
interest(Ion Douglas, 1988, p.58), After that he was appointed 
officer of the Anjuman-e-Taraqqi-e-Urdu (Society for the 
advancement of Urdu). 
In 1904 Azad went to Iraq with his brother Nasr and 
stayed there for some time. But he had to return to India 
because of his brother's continuous illness. In October 1905 
Azad joined Shibli's Al-Nadwa in Lucknow, In 1905 when 
partition of Bengal took place Azad was associated with the 
revolutionary activities of Shyam Sxindar Chakravarty. 
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In 1906 he joined •Wakil* at Amritsar but again he had 
to go back to Calcutta because of his brother's death. 
In 1908 he made a trip to West Asia including Iraq, 
Turkey, Egypt, Syria but once again he was recalled because 
of his father's illness. His father died in 1909. 
Maulana Azad's most important publication was 'Al~Hilal* 
which was published in July 1912. This paper was mainly to 
bring Muslims into mainstream of freedom struggle through 
Islamic education. Within a very short period of time it 
gained enormous popularity, Al-Hilal brought with it new 
ideas, new trends and new teachings. "It was so comprehensive 
that it is difficult to describe it either literary or poli-
tical or religious"(Arsh Malsiani, 1976, p.19). 
Through Al-Hilal, Azad declared that Muslims should fight 
for freedom. He asked the Muslims to come forward and join 
hands with Hindus. He said that if.Muslim ignored their duty 
they would never be forgiven. 
It is because of his bold articles and teachings preached 
by Maulana Azad, that some of the educated Muslims dissociated 
themselves from the Muslim League and as a result of this Muslim 
League had to change its policy and come closer to Congress in 
1916, In November 1916 Al-Hilal had to be closed under the 
Press Act, 
H 
In March 1917 the Government of Bengal asked Maulana to 
leave Bengal within a week. Prom there Maulana went to Ranchi 
and settled down in a village near Ranchi, 
There Maulana Azad wrote ' Tazkira i liiring his house 
arrest, there he also wrote commentary on the Holy Quran, 
He had translated 8 chapters of the Holy Quran before he was 
externed from Calcutta. His monumental work "India Wins 
Freedom" appeared in 1959. 
POLITICAL CAREER t 
From 1920 onwards after he was released from Ranchi, he 
engaged himself in the struggle for freedom and became the 
member of the Congress, With the start of the non-cooperation 
movement, the Muslims had come to realise that for solving the 
problems of Khilafat they had to merge with Congress, At that 
time Maulana was very close to Gandhiji, Maulana urged the 
I"luslims to adopt the non-cooperation movement. 
In Calcutta on December 10th, 1921# Azad was arrested 
because he had issued a menifesto, according to which services 
in English Army and Police were considered irreligious. And 
after a case in February 1922, Maulana was sentenced 12 months' 
imprisonment. 
In 1923 a Congress session was held under the presidentship 
of Maulana Azad, At that time he was only 35 years old. The 
country was passing through a critical phase of communal frenzy. 
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Maulana Azad made a bold attack on the conununalists in the 
presiaential address. 
He said, 
"Today India needs neither the Hindu 
communal force nor the Muslim communal 
force. We need only one force that of 
the Indian National Congress." 
In different parts of the country he presided over the 
meeting for vmity and peace. 
In 1927 after the appointment of the Simon Commission, 
a meeting was held under the Chairmanship of Maulana Azad and 
it decided to boycott the commission, Maulana visited different 
places and played a very important role in the successful boycott 
of Simmon Commission. 
In March, 1930, during Dandi March, Maulana was arrested 
and sentenced for six month's imprisonment. In 1936-37 he was 
elected member of the Congress parliamentary board, Maulana 
was re-elected Congress president in 1939. He retained this 
charge from 1940 to 1946, 
Maulana Azad had joined the interim government as Minister 
of Education on 15th July 1947. He remained education minister 
till 22nd February 1958, the day he died. In 1952 he was 
elected from Rampur and 1957 from Gurgaon for parliament. 
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During his tenure as the Minister of Education, Maulana 
tried to formulate an educational policy which could help in 
building a strong India. As the first minister of education 
of Independent India he had established many organisation and 
institutions. They are as follows:-
(1)* Appointed University Education Commission in 1948, 
(2)* Appointed Secondary Education Commission in 1952, 
(3)* Recognised All India Council for Technical Education 
in 1953. 
(4)* Established Kanagpur Institution of higher technology 
8th August 1951. 
(5)* University Grants Commission (1953 1956) 
(6)* Indian Council for Cultural Kelation 1950, 
(7)* Indian Institute of Sciences. 
(*J.C, Ghosh "The Educational Leader in Memorial Volume" 
page 101-2.) 
After assuming the office of minister of educ^ition, 
Maulana's first task was to increase the budget of education. 
During his tenure the budget increased from 2 crore to 30 
crores. In our first five year plan education had been given 
special status. In Maulana's view "there was no dearth of 
talent scientific or otherwise in India and it needed only 
proper encourangement and cultivation", (Arsh Malsiani, 1976/ 
p.83). 
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Maulana's main thrust was on technical education. 
During his term, technical institutes were expanded and many 
other institutes established* On 8th February 1953 he was 
made the president of National Council of Technical Education, 
Maulana Azad was very foxind of fine Arts, poetry. Music 
and he set-up three academies, 
(1) Sahitya Akademi (Literature) March 1954, 
(2) Lalit Kala Akaderai (Fine Arts) August 1954, 
(3) Sangeet Natak Akademi (Dance and Music) January 1953. 
India became one of the founder members of UNESCO under 
the supervisions of I4aulana Azad, 
So we can say that Maulana as a Minister of Education 
guided Indian future in right direction. His intellect and 
devotion gave India a respectable place in the world of 
Education, 
CHAPTER-III 
MAULANA AZAD'S IDEAS ON ORGANISATION 
OF EDUCATION AND THE EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM 
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0RGA141JATION OF EDUCATIQK AND 'B£E EDUCATIQIiAL 
CUiliaCULUH 
•A good school is a national asset of the highest 
value at any place or at any time. Schools are the 
laboratoriea vjaich produce tht; future citizens of a state. 
The quality of the state therefore dependii upon the quality 
of such laboratories' (Azad, 1949 -speech at the Golden Jublee 
Celebration of the Scindia School, Gwalior). 
Maulana Azad was a strong advocate of basic education 
for every citizen of the state. He, therefore introduced 
8 years basic education in place of old elementary and middle 
school education. According to him "The real object of basic 
education is to train up children as members of a community 
and develop in them habits of co-operative action for the 
social good" (Azad 20th meeting of tlie Central Advisory Board 
of Education 1953). 
He had a picture of universal education of the basic 
pattern for all the children of school age. His main purpose 
of introducing the basic education was to make education more 
life oriented and more useful rather than bookish and irre-
levant or at most ornamental. The relevance to life and 
need orientation, Maulana Azad believed would and should 
become the basic principle of our national education, Maulana 
Azad in one of his speeches acknowledged that after becoming 
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education minister his first priority was the 'creation of 
nation wide system of basic education', 
Maulana Azad's emphasis on technical education, however, 
did not mean a disregard for the emotive and moral aspects 
of life and education. He was rather in favour of religious 
education at the elementary stage. He said "if national 
education was devoid of this element, there would be no appre-
ciation of moral value or moulding of character on human lives" 
(Azad 14th session of the Central Advisory Board of Education 
Jan. 13th, 1948). 
Maulana Azad was an upholder of the cause of the universal, 
free and compulsory primary education for children of the age 
group of 6 to 11 years. This would, as Azad thought help in 
breaking the fetters of ignorance and illiteracy to a certain 
extant. 
As far as Maulana Azad's ideas about the second stage 
of education, he regarded it to be • the "stepping stone" for 
the university education. He was of the opinion that the 
secondary education system should not be rigid in its nature. 
It should have 'sufficient elasticity' to meet the different 
heeds of the people belonging to different groups and parts of 
the country. As most of the children give up their education 
after passing the secondary level, Azad envisaged that the 
secondary education should be an 'end in itself, and the 
secondary schools should be multipurpose schools. He said. 
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"In view of the fact that it was neither possible nor 
desirable for all students passing out of school to 
join universities. The aim of secondary education is an 
ends in itself. It is therefore necessary to make its 
scope more diversified by opening multi-purpose schools" 
(Azad state Education Minister Conference, Sept, 1957). 
Maulana Azad was in perfect agreement with secondary 
education corainission tlriat there should be a uniform pattern 
of secondary education and it should be of 3 years. The age 
fixed for the end of secondary education was 17 years plus. 
He had been emphasising the inclusion of one more year at the 
secondary level for the improvement of secondary education 
curriculvun and standard. He said "The extension of secondary 
course by one year will raise the standard of attainment and 
prepare pupils for entry into various vocations" (Azad 21st 
meeting of Central Advisory Board of Education, Feb. 1955)• 
Maulana Azad was so much concerned about the improvement of 
secondary education that he set up. a council of secondary 
education which would review the progress made in secondary 
education. About cvirriculum Maulana Azad thought that 
languages, general science, social studies and a craft should 
form the core subjects of secondary education for all. 
The next sphere of education which caught the attention 
of Maulana Azad was the deteriorating Scenario of the University 
education. Maulana Azad felt the need of three years degree 
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because it would "not only ensure greater physical and 
mental maturity for those who went in for higher 
educations but also raise the standard by promoting more 
intensive studies" (The Statesman, Sept, 21, 1957). 
The greatest problem according to Maulana v/as the 
increase in the number of students joining universities and 
the gradual fall in standard of attainment. He feared it 
would create chaos and confusion among the youth of the 
country mainly due to their own incompetence and the lack 
of job opportunities, I4aulana Azad emphasised that there 
should be a balance between demand and supply. 
"Any deviation from such correlation leads to social 
crises if the supply is less then the deamand, 
the progress of society is in^eded; if it is more 
there is unemployment" (Asad - Broadcast from AIR, 
Sept. 30, 1953) . 
14aulana Azad had also much to suggest for the improve-
ment in the standards of universities and their co-ordination. 
He believed and wanted other also to believe that universities 
were the centres of specialisation and research work. They 
were not sharing the agencies of transmission of old acciorau-
lated information. Universities were the fountains of 
knowledge, through discoveries and innovations as well as 
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evaluation of all the aspects of life. They should play 
a constructive and modifying role for the advancement of 
society in all spheres of life including both scientific 
and the moral and social sphere, 
Maulana said that the process of change from old 
traditions to new values, the reconstruction of the society 
were very important issues and universities can play an 
important part not as an agencies of destruction but as an 
agencies of 'creation of new ideals'. And they have to 
regain the influence and prestige and should become centres 
of a new national awakening and for the realisation of this 
objective many prestigious commissions and councils were set-
up under the guidance of Maulana Azad, like university Grants 
Commission, The Scientific Manpower Comiaittee etc. 
For higher education Maulana Azad prescribed the cvirri-
culura or streams of education which represented the national 
character as well as the needs of the society. Along with 
different scientific and literary streams, Maulana Azad saw 
the Indian Philosophy and various oriental languages added to 
the university curriculum. He proposed that English would be 
one of the special subject at University level. 
So Maulana had visualised a uniform pattern of education 
through out the country. He had expressed it in the following 
words : 
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"The educational picture I have is that of 
universal education of the basic pattern 
for all children of school age, followed by 
a diversified secondary education. Thereafter 
we must have for a select minority, facilities 
for higher education in all fields of art* 
science and see that this is of highest standard" 
(Azad - Annual meeting of Central Advisory Board 
of Education, November, 1953)• 
CHAPTER-IV 
MAULANA AZAD'S IDEAS ON -
(a) Language Problem 
(b) Adult Education 
(c) WOMEN EDUCATION 
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LANGUAGE PROBLEM 
Each country in the world, today has its own national 
language, but in a multilingual country like India it proved 
very diflicult to decide which language would justifiably 
play the role of national language. 
Being the first education minister of independent India, 
Maulana Azad had to bear the brunt of this gigantic challenge -
identification of the National Language for the Indian sub-
continent. Maulana Azad agreed with Macaulay in considering 
the classical languages like Sanskrit and Persian as inadequate 
for the purpose, as both were only passively used by a few in 
India and had no communicative relevance. Thus they could 
at best be the school sxibject but never the National language 
of India. Among the many, other Indian languages, none was 
found developed enough to replace English immediately, inspite 
of the fact that English being a foreign language was not 
acceptable to Maulana Azad. Here again Maulana Azad quite 
successfully solved the language tangle by allowing English 
to continue till the Indian language, was adequately enriched 
to replace English once for all. On December 22, 1947 in a 
convocation address in Patna University, he said "The position 
that English occupies today in our educational and official 
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life can not be sustained in future* .but will create 
choas and confusion in all your affairs, if you suddenly 
displace a language which has been holding its own place 
for the past 150 years." 
Maulana Azad was of the view that if a Bangalee a 
Punjabi a Madrasee can be educated through English why they 
were not educatea through some Indian language. The only 
alturndtive was to have one natj-onal language which would be 
accepted by all the provinces and taught as a compulsory 
subject in all ttie schools. Consequently, Hindi was accepted 
as national language, 
Maulana Azad had promised that the feelings of the 
minority will not be hurt and no gap will be left for 
dissatisfaction and complaints. He said "Though Hindi has 
been accepted as the national language , I consider it 
an accident that the language which chosen to be the 
natioudi language was from North India Since, the 
choice has been made it is the national duty of all the 
Indians to do everything for the development and enrichment 
of Hindi lAll India Conference on letter 1951), 
After declaring Hindi the national language. He set-up 
(1) A five year plan for the development and propagation of 
Hindi (2) /v Boaid of Scientific Terminology in Hindi was 
established for the preparation of dictionary of basic 
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scientific/ administrative and other technical terms, 
(3) A Hindi section was created in the Ministry of Education. 
(4) A Hindi Shiksha Samiti had been created to advise ministry 
on the matters of propagation and development specially in the 
non-Hindi speaking area. 
In this regard another problem cropped up# and that 
was the translation of scientific terms which were interna-
tionally accepted. The central Advisory Board had declared 
that it would be a great mistake to translate these temras, 
Maulana was aware of this problem and he supported the central 
Advisory Board on this issue. He asked to adopt only those 
terms in philosophy, logic and Mathematics which were already 
available in the Indian classical languages. 
It was decided that the medium of instruction at primary 
and secondary stage should be the mother tongue. But there 
was a complaint that the mother tongue in soiue of the provinces 
was not adopted and other language was imposed on the minority. 
I4aulana Azad was very upset on this issue. He tried to convince 
the people by saying that India is a large country with many 
languages and diverse cultures and if we want to achieve unity. 
We have to accept that all the languages are Indian languages* 
so we have to shatter this belief that language of the majority 
is imposed on us. We have to accept existing differences. In 
the educational sphere l^ laulana Azad had firm conviction that 
the mediijin of instruction should be the regional language or 
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mother tongue. Maulana Azad however far sighted enought to 
suggest that English would continue as mediura of instruction 
at ttie tertiary level atleast for five more years - till 
some Indian language grows finally equipped for, the change 
over as can be seen from following extract; 
"I placed my own views before the Central Advisory 
Board and said that we should not change the 
rr.ediiam of instruction in the •university suddenly 
but allow a period of five years during which we 
can prepare gradual replacement of English by an 
Indian language" (Opening Address at the All India 
Educational Conference 16th Jan 1948), 
Maulana Azad was not against English it was not 
acceptable to him only because it was a foreign language. 
He admired English as an international language, and 
wanted to give it the important place of second language in 
India. He had also proposed that English would be one of 
the special subject for post-graudate studies. In his 
presidential speech at the 14th session of the Central 
Advisory Board of Education, he acknowledged that "we were 
also greatly benefited in one way that all the educated 
people in the country thought and expressed themselves in 
the same language. It cemented that national unity. It was 
such a great boon to us that I should advocated its retention 
as the medixim of instruction had it not been fundamentally 
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wrong to impart education through a foreign language," 
Another important issue related to languages was his 
emphasis on the study of oriental languages. He was of the 
opinion that the languages like Persian, Arabic, Chinese, 
SansJcrit should be given special status. He said that these 
languages are very important for the understanding of the 
Indian History and culture, he specially mentioned Sanskrit, 
The original scriptures of Ancient and Medieval Indian found 
in oriental languages, iSo he stressed the need of study of 
oriental languages in the universities. The provision of 
facilities for the study of oriental language were, therefore, 
made in the universities. According to him "we must not 
forget ttiat in the past India was a centre where currents of 
Asiatic thought met and from which flowed out streams which 
spread to the farthest corner of the Asiatic continent" 
(Opening address to the All India Educational Conference, 
Jan. 1948), 
So we can say that Maulana Azad had given special place 
to the problem of language in his educational policies and 
programmes. 
ADULT EDUCATION 
Maulana Asad had a very clear concept of Adult 
Education. His firm convictions was that adult education 
was a three pronged problem. 
(1) The induction of literacy among grown up 
illiterates, 
(2) The prodxiction of educated mind in the masses in 
the absence of literary education. 
(3) The inculcation of a lively sense of rights and 
duties of citizenship, both as individual and as 
a member of a mighty nation, 
(Azad Press Conference May 31/ 1948) 
Thus Maulana Azad had combined adult education with 
social education. To him India was a democratic country 
and Maulana Azad thought that it was very necessary to 
provide literates with the knowledge of democratic values 
and rights and duties of a democratic citizen. At the time 
of independence our country's adult population was 50% of 
the total population and out of this population only 10% 
adults were literates. 
In this connection in 1948 Maulana Azad suggested a 
programme for adult education but because of the lack of 
funds and facilities, he was unable to start the programme 
on large scale. He,, however started the programme 
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from Delhi, emphasising the use of audio-visual techniques. 
He said that "the basic school building and staff should be 
utilised to the fullest possible extent by serving education 
centres for adults in the evening tlie emphasis will be 
more on social education than mere literacy and this will be 
iinparted through visual aural and oral methods" (Azad - Press 
Conference, May 31, 1948). 
Maulana Azad's clarify of thought about the adult 
education can be seen from his valuable suggestions. He 
believed that education of adults was quite different from 
the education of small children. Then adults have different 
areas of interest and possess mature mind. As such suitable 
modification in contents and methods of teaching were found 
to be necessary. The childish sxibjects should be avoided 
but the language should remain simple and comprehendable for 
the adults. 
According to Maulana Azad the- adult education also 
required an attitudinal change on the part of teachers. Their 
total behaviour towards their adult students would also be 
significantly different from that towards the small children -
iftaturer needed a more life like. 
Maulana believed that the expansions of minds wciild 
largely be affected through the use of Scientific methods. 
U.S.A. and Russia were the best examples of literary corapaigns. 
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They achieved the literacy target in a very short period 
of time with the help of the scientific methods like 
Radio, TV, Films etc, Maulana would also like to add the 
schemes of 'Travelling Exhibitions and Educational Melas*. 
What irked Maulana Azad very much was the non-availa-
bility of adequate literature, the absence of which caused 
very frequent relapses in adult education. Adult who become 
literate often relapsed into illiteracy because of this fact . 
so on Maulana Azad's behest special programmes were taken up 
to produce suitable literates "which would develop in the 
minds of the neo-literate adults a scientific and critical 
spirit, alive to the problems of the modern age" (Azad 22nd 
meeting of Central Advisory Board of Education, January I955i 
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WOMEN EDUCATION 
Maulana Azad had a firm belief that women education 
was an important as that of men. In this regard also he 
represented the true Islamic spirit. His views regarding 
women education were expressed for the first time way back 
in 1903 in'Aligarh Monthly.' He wrote in his article that 
women should be provided with equal educational opportunities 
so that they may be able to train and educate the future 
generation. 
In those days women education specially among Muslims 
of India was a taboo. A person with the idea of women 
education was considered great enemy of Islam and Muslim 
society as whole^Maulana Azad stood firmly on his ground in 
this regard. He kept on advocating for v/omen education In 
India. His views on women education are systematically 
presented in his book 'Musalman Aurat* (1909). 
Through this book Maulana Azad wanted to educate the 
Indian Muslims about the vital significance of women education. 
He believed that man and women both need a full flowex-ing of 
their facilities without any discrimination-which is possible 
only through the process of education. It is only by utili-
sing the powers of all the members of a society, including 
men and women both^ One can think of its progress and advance* 
chUnck 
ment. Why should a big of population be kept away from 
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its constructive contribution only because of their being 
not men but womtin.Islam too makes ILM obligatory on men 
and women equally. Modern physiology and Anatomy has also 
proved that Men and '.ifomen are equal in mental faculties. 
should 
Why^then the women of India be deprived of knowledge and 
education which is the means of the acquisition of knowledge. 
Sc iMaulana asserted that for the proper development 
and inculcation of right virtues in the future generation 
Education of women is a must# educated mothers are needed, 
and for that we have to educate women in every sphere of life. 
In a press conference in May 1948. He said "I need hardly 
to say that all our educational programme will ultimately 
depend upon the proper Education of Women." 
CHAPTER~V 
MAULANA AZAD'S IDEAS ON -
(a) Training of Teachers, 
(b) Technical Education 
(c) Vocational Education 
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TRAINING OF TEACHERS 
When India got freedom in 1947, hardly 15% of the 
total population was literate, /in extract from the :^eech 
of Maulana Azad would reveal how stupendous was the problem 
of education, when Maulana Azad took up the charge as 
Minister of Educations 
"Inaia which has taken its place in the comity 
of free nations of the world has to march forv/ard 
in every field of her national life v;ith alacrity, 
but you will agree that none of these fields is as 
important as the educational field. At present, 
the percentage of literacy in India is only 14,7, 
that is, out of every htindred nearly 85 persons 
are totally illiterate. Not counting the population 
of the provinces which have ceded from the Indian 
Union, the remaining population, according to the 
last census, is in the neighbourhood of 24,02,54,500. 
Of tliese, 2,93,72,000 are school going children-
between the ages of six and eleven. These statistics 
show that even if we ignore persons above the age of 
eleven we have still to make immediate arrangements 
for the education of about 3 crores of school-going 
children between the ages of six and eleven." (Azad-
opening of Central Institute of Education, Dec, 1947), 
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Being the first education minister of independent 
India# Maulana Azad v/as deeply concerned about the grave 
situation. According to him it was very important to 
"try and lift millions of these children from the depths of 
neglect and ignorance inroediately" (Azad,opening of Central 
Institute of Education, Dec. 1947). 
For this purpose of giving education to all, well trained 
teachers were needed. The number of trained teachers had to 
be increased, Maulana Azad was of the viev/ that the whole 
structure of our education and culture. Ultimately, rests 
upon the training and education imparted in the early stages. 
For 30 million school going children, 9 lakh of trained 
teachers were required and at that time education was genera-
lly in the hands of less qualified persons. To solve this 
pioblem of shortage of well qualified teachers, Maulana 
devised a new approach - a via media. In place of postponing 
his valuable educational schemes simply because there are 
not sufficit;nt trained teachers, he suggested to-
••mobilise as teachers all the educated persons 
available and at the same time carry on the 
training of teachers with the greatest possible 
speed."(Azad, At the opening of Central institute 
of Education, 19th Dec, 1947). 
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Altliough training of teachers and their appointment 
were the matters of state, yet Azad in his every speech 
deliberated upon the problem of teachers. He was very 
much concern about the deteriorating social status 
of the teachers. He said, 
"In the past the status of teacher in Indian 
society was an exalted one. He might toot 
have been wealthy but his comparative poverty 
was compenaated by the respect and prestige 
which the profession of teaching carried with 
it. Today unfortunately all this has changed 
and the teacher especially in primary stages 
is considered handly better than an inferior 
servant." (Azad, Press Conference Feb. 1947), 
so he emphasises that if we want to build a better national 
educational programme, we have to improve both the professional 
competence of our would be teachers and also their social 
and financial status. 
During his tenure as minister of education, Maulana 
Azad, therefore introduced many steps to improve the teachers 
competence and enhance their social and economic status. He 
introduced many programme which included-
(1) The revision of the salaries of teachers in 
schools,colleges and universities. 
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(2) The expansion and development of facilities 
for professional training, 
(3) The establishment of extension departments for 
in-service education, 
(4) The institution of national Award for teachers of 
outstanding merits Just to name of few (,K»G, 
Saiyidain, 1961, p.46). 
Maulana Azad emphatically advised those educationists 
and administrators who condemned the educational system 
of the country to have patience and refrain from their 
negative self-damaging approach. He said that-
"the only result of such sweeping condemnation 
is to demoralize the teachers/ discourage and 
disillusioned the students and create disrespect 
for education in the public mind," (Asad^Central 
Advisory Board of Education, 17th Jan. 1957). 
So Maulana Azad believed in the idealistic concept 
of teacher that is the teacher should be a model for the 
students. He asked the teachers to develop those mental 
and moral qualities that make their personality happy 
confluence of the scientific spirit and moral character, 
which would served as the fountain head of thought and 
action for the coming generations of the co»atry and the 
world at large. yS^^'" *-v!CV^ 
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Maulana Azad attached much importance to the technical 
education which he thought to be essential for a country's 
advancement. As the technical education involved manpower as 
well as natural resources* he laid much stress on the develop-
ment of both. To him the economic and Industrial efficiency 
v^ ould very much depend upon the programmes/ of technical 
education. He stressed that the manpower and natural resources 
should be used in such a way that they v^ ould contribute to the 
development of the country. 
In his opening address at the Indian Institute of 
Technology, Kharagpur, 18th August 1951 he said. "The prevai-
ling system of education in the countzry has been mainly literary 
and academic. It has not supplied us with the high level scien-
tific and technical personnal that is necessary to develop 
our economic and material resources and improve the standard 
of life of our people," 
Maulana Azad was of the view that if we would be able 
to provide best facilities of technical education to our people, 
than and only than we could fulfil the needs of the people. 
He had visualis a day when India would become the centre for 
higher technological studies. 
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Under his guidance different institutes of technical 
education were established and different conunissions and 
councils were set-up. Despite all the financial and other 
problems, Maulana Azad continued the expension of the 
technical education, and its progress was tremandeous, 
Maulana although believed in the expansion of the 
technical and other professional studies* yet he would also 
like to see the qualitative improvement in these spheres by 
providing efficiently trained personnal for catering the 
technical knowledge to the new generation as well as for 
handling things in different technical areas efficiently and 
creatively. 
A corolary of Maulana Azad's emphasis on technical 
education was indeed the introduction of Management courses 
at different technical educational centres, which were enable 
the students to study the common principle of effective 
administration. He said "It will be no exaggeration to say 
that the future of the country's industries will largely 
depend upon our success in improving the quality of the 
personnal now employed in Industries"(Azad Technical Education 
8th February 1953). 
It was Maulana Azad, indeed, who attached so much 
importance to technical education and set the country on the 
path of Industrial development from the very outset. It was 
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his fore sight that enabled us to stand on our own two 
legs in the field of technical education and today we 
see that the products of the Indian Technical Institutions 
are going abroad specially to the developed countries like 
USA, Canada, U.K. etc. 
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Maulana Azad's attitude towards secondary education 
was that it should be an end in itself. He said that it 
was not possible for all those who are studying at 
secondary stage level to continue their studies at University 
level. Some provisions should be made for those people at 
the secondary stage so that they could enter into life with 
the aim of doing some vocation.In this context Maulana said; 
"For the proper and healthy development of society, 
it is necessary that the vast numbers who are in 
elementary and secondary schools accept the 
responsibility of various traditional occupations in 
accordance with their taste,aptitude* and training," 
(Azad-20th Anual meeting of Central Advisory Board of 
Education, Nov, 1953). 
Maulana emphasises that all the professions should be 
recognised by the society and the person who is practising 
it should be given due respect. To Maulana Azad one of the 
most important aspect of secondary education was that the 
variety of diversified subjects were introduced at secondary 
stage level and basic craft irrespective of whether she/he 
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would adopt it as profession or not, was made compulsory 
for all the students at secondary stage. 
He had proposed that in the next two years 5% of the 
total secondary schools would be converted into multi-
purpose schools. 
Maulana insisted that steps should be taken to set up 
a Bureau of vocational and Educational Guidance and suggested 
that all the states should set up their own Bureaux of 
vocational and educational guidance. 
So we see 14aulana Azad very much concerned about the 
vocational education, and that is why he insisted on the 
implementation of raulti purpose school programme, as the 
first of vocationalisation of education. 
CHi\PTER-VI 
S U M M A R Y 
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SUMMARY 
I-Iaulana Abul Kalam Azad (1888 to 1958) v;as born 
in Mecca and got. his early education at homcl-laulana 
of 
Azad was ver-y yood writer aad at the age ^10 he had 
started v/riting articles and poems. His articles in 
Al-ailul published from Calcutta in the year 1912, 
gave evidence of his competence at an early aye. His 
other faiuous works followed in quicks successions, 
Ta^kirg, G.lUbar-i-lUiatir, Azad Ki Kahani Asad ICi Zubani, 
Tarj umanul ^uran and his famous political monxunental 
book published posthemously, India Wins Freedom, just 
to name a few, would always earn glowing tributes from 
the men of letters. 
I'iaulana Azad at a very young age v/aa elected President 
of Congress in 1923. He v/as deeply involved in the freedom 
struggle and was inducted in the interim government in 1947 
and became the first education minister of Independent India, 
"Education is intended to develop the potential abili-
ties of the individual in the context of the requirement of 
the society" (Axad, meeting of the Vice-Chancellor of the 
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Indian Universities, Nov. 3, 1951), With this concept 
of education, Maulana Abul Kalain Azad (lL3oG-l'.'5a) the 
first education minister of India formulated the 
policies and programmes o£ educational system of India, 
i-laulana Azad emphasises that through education, we can 
achieve the objectives of goodness, truth, beauty love & 
justice which form the basis of democratic citizenship, and 
promote mutual understanding among the people belonging to 
different religions, regions, castes, creeds and races. 
i-iaulana Asad, wanted to have the unfirom pattern of 
educ^Lion tlxrougii out India. He was of tiie view that tliere 
vvould be 8 years of basic education, 3 years of secondary 
education rollow^d by 3 years of degree course at higher 
level. iie had prescribed curriculum which v;ould be suitable 
to the whole country irrespective of region, religions or 
other diversifications, 
Maulana Azad's emphasis on different professional courses 
was due to his insight that India would not achieve her eco-
nomic independence unless she is able to produce Engineers, 
Doctors and other professionals needed for tlie country. 
During his tenure as education minister many technical insti-
tutues were established. He had also stressed on vocational 
education because according to him, the limited number of 
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students should pursue higher studies. i-iaulana Azad 
dealt with language problem very effectively and effici-
ently. He had taken special interest in this field, and 
taken steps to replace English with some Indian languages. 
Training of Teachers was another field of education in 
which i'laulana had taken personal interest. He had consti-
tuted many awards and scholarships. 
As such we find that I-iaulana Azad had his ovm. consistent 
views on ideational as well as practical issues of education, 
India therei.ore can rightly be proud of such an original 
thinker and educationist Wiiose thoughts and practical measures 
laid the foundation of the post independence - education of 
the i'iodern India. This is why to Dr.x^ajendra Prasad he was 
"The embodiraent of our culture, to Dr.Radha Krishnan he was 
"j^ ovout Muslim and Ardent Patriot" and to Jawaiaar Lai Uehru 
he was "juiiminous Mind", great both in the realms of politics 
and Education - a "leader" and a "teacher" to use the v;ords 
ox Pandit Jawahar Lai iienru once again - (Dr.Rajendra Prasad, 
Dr. ^adha iCtrishnan, Panuit Jawahar Lai Neiir^ ' in liaulana Azad 
•A homage' - 1958, p.27 to 32). 
APPBNDIX-A 
Azad's views relevant today 
(The Hindustan Times* Feb.1990) 
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^zad^s views relevant today 
•:''' HT Correspondent 
, • NEW DEI-HI. Feb. 14 
yice-President Dr ^hankar Dayal 
Shiuma said here today that Maulana 
Abut Kalam Azad's holistic view of 
himian existence to aim at the univer-
sal good of all mankind could be of 
tremepdous help in resolving conflicts 
and convulsions afflicting the present 
d^yworid-
." "The message of Maulana Azad's 
life, is indrod India'i ine««iigo for 
peace, goodwill, friendship and 
mutual cooperation and fiiilh in I he 
oneness of humnnity",r)rSh«rmniinid 
opening a three-day seminar on. 
"Tradition and Modernity". The in-
ternational (eminiiT held under the au-
spices of (he Indian Council for Cultu-
ral Relations (ICCR) coincides with 
the birth centenary celebrations of 
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, credited 
with the promotion of many cultural 
outfits besides the ICCR 
Vice-President Dr S. D. Sharma and Prime Minister V. P. Singh 
at the international seminar on "Tradition and Modernity" on 
the occasion of Maulana Azad's birth centenary in New Delhi on 
Wednesday. — HT photo 
The Vico Preiident lald Maulitna 
Azad'i views on preparing the publicj 
mind In India and iM future genera-1 
lions towards an atmosphere in which I 
science and spirituality that would up-
lift the human spirit unfolded itself 
during his stewardship of the Educa-| 
tion Ministry. 
Religion and culture, which depend 
greatly on intuitive and emotional im-
pulses, and $cient:« and education 
which rely on application of pure 
reason and knowledge, should be 
mutually supportive areas forming a 
peaceful, harmonious and enriching 
human environment," the Vice-
President said. 
The historic experience in the sub- ^ 
continent showed that the predomi-; 
nance of narrow and belligerent think-i 
ing led only to a maze of narrower' 
biases, mutual suspicion, confusionj 
and social conflict," With a narrow, 
outlook being dominant, scope is per-' 
force created- for racial, provincial,' 
linguistic or intra-religious discrimina-, 
tion," he added. 
Earlier in his presidential address. 
Prime Minister V. P. Singh described 
Maulana Azad as a rare fusion of all 
that was good iiT tradition and mod-
ernity and lauded the Maulana's un-
flagging secularism. 
"Maulana Azad's ideals have endur-
ing validity, especially in the present i 
day context when passions are sought | 
to be whipped up in the name of ri '• 
gion," Mr Singh said. Stating that 
tolerance and respect for all religions 
was the central theme in all the writ-
ings of Maulana, the Prime Minister 
indicated that as the humankind en-
tered the 21st century, the nations will 
have to redefine their role in con 
nance with the ancient civilisations 
that formed a vital link with the grow-
ing value-structures of modern time. 
External Affairs Minister I. K. (!u-
jral .said the problem fiicing modern 
societies continued to be the correct 
co-relation between tradition and 
modernity. Every civilisation had ir 
bio-sphere, tcchno-sphcte and 
commiinication-sphcre and each had 
to readjust itself to the changing value-
structures as a fall-out from mod-
ernisation. 
Among others who spoke were Mrs 
Najma Heptulla, Deputy Chairman of 
the Rajya Sabha and Chairperson of 
the Organising Committee for the 
Seminar. 
ICCR Director General Ms Vccna 
Sikri who presented the vote of thanks 
paid glowing tributes to the Maulana 
who had worked ceaselessly for de-
veloping closer cuhural relations, 
among the nations. 
APPENDIX-B 
Speeches of Maulana Azad ~ 
(a) Broadcast from AIR, New Delhi, 
Septeinber 30, 1953. 
(b) Address at the Central Advisory 
Board of Education* Cuttack* 
January 8, 1950, 
(c) uual-e-Faical, February 1922. 
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Broadcast from AIR» New I^lhi, September 30, 1953 
Of the problems v;hich claimed our special attention 
after indpendence, one of the most important was that of 
national education and what may be called its system or 
pattern. We hear today an almost universal cry that there 
is something wrong with our educational system, that it has 
failed to meet the demands of the situation and therefore 
needs to be reformed. But, in spite of this feeliny, there 
are very few people who have actually thought over the prob-
lem and are able to say what exactly is wrong with the 
system and in what manner it should be reformed. 
An obvious defect, which should be evident to every 
one, is that the general education available to the common 
people is neither adequate, nor appropriate to their needs, 
and the privileged minority who are fortunate enough to 
receive higher education in the universities cannot be 
usefully enployed. The result is that of the thousands of 
graduates who are turned out by our universities every year, 
a large proportion is unable to secure employment and is 
forced to join the ranks of the unemployed. There are at 
present about 3 to 3V2 lakhs of students receiving education 
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in our universities. This is by no means a large number 
ofor a country v/ith a population of about 35 crores, and 
yet there is somewhere so radical a defect in our system 
that even this small number cannot find useful employment. 
Unfortunately/ the main objective of those who seek 
higher education in our country is to ^ ecure government 
service. It is obvious that the Government cannot give 
jobs to all. The result is that our educational system, 
instead of enabling people to become useful members of 
society, makes them superfluous; and turns whcit ^ .hould be 
an asset into a liability. If many of these educated 
persons had received no education, they could at least have 
earned their livelihood by some kind of manual labour. Ac it 
is, they cannot do even that. 
Let me now, in the few minutes that are available to me, 
tell you what I think about this matter. 
Every individual has a right to an education that will 
enable him to develop his faculties and live a full hviman 
life, a^uch education is the birth right of every citizen, 
A State cannot claim to have discharged its duty till it has 
•provided for every single individual the means to the acqui-
sition of knowledge and self-betterment. For education up 
to tills standard, tue question of requirments of society does 
not arise, nor can we provide facilities only in accordance 
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with the existing demands. Every individual, unconditionally 
ami without qualifications/ is entitled to education up to 
this stage. To ny mind/ the requisite standard for such 
education is the secondary stage and I am convinced that 
regardless of the question of employment, the State must make 
available to all citizens the facilities of education up to 
the secondary stage, 
Theri- are three stages in tliis secondary education -
elementary, middle and higher. Of these, elementary and 
middle are the more important because the foundation of the 
entire edifice of national education is laid in these two 
early stages. If the foundation is weak or wrongly laid, 
the rest of the structure is insecure or faulty. For these 
two stages we have accepted the pattern of basic education 
which is of great importance to the v/hole structure of our 
national education. To the extent to which we are able to 
implement effectively this pattern, we shall succeed in 
reforming the entire structure. 
Beyond this sta^e, the position is somewhat different. 
V/hen we consider the facilities for higher education in a 
State, we must match tlie facilities to the needs of society. 
Any maladjustment between demand and supply at this stage 
would create problems which tlie State must at all costs 
seek to avoid. Apart from any other reason, the provision 
of higher education is so expensive that no State can afford 
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to increaije the number of persons receiving such education 
beyond what it can absorb. In the lield of economicc# 
there is always a close correlation between demand and 
supply. Any deviation from such correlation leads to 
social crises. In the field of higher education, we must 
accept the same law and fashion the supply according to the 
demands of society. If the supply is less than the demand, 
the progress of society is impeded; if it is more, there is 
unemployment, A fundamental defect of our educational systen 
is that this verynobvious and important consideration is 
overlooked. A university degree has been made a necessary 
qualification for gove^-nment service, with the result that 
everyone rxjuis after a degree and, having secured it, is faced 
with the disillusionment that khat he spent his years and 
money on is not of much value in the market. 
If we wish to avoid these unfortunate consequences, we 
;,hould 30 oryanisc our system of education that tl-ie majority 
of our people having passed through the secondary stage, are 
able to engage themselves in the various professions, indust-
ries, handicarfts, etc., and only a small nxunber which is 
considered adequate to the needs of society, go on to the 
universities for higher education. It is obvious that we 
cannot forcibly prevent people conditions as will eliminate 
the present unhealthy inducements which lure so many students 
into the universities, not for the sake of knowledge but for 
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the sake of degrees. It is unnecessary for me# nor is 
there sufficient time, to discuss this point in more 
detail. 
There is, however, in this connection one more question 
which naturally arises. Is the present exaggerated emphasis 
on univeisity degrees as a qualification for government ser-
vice justified? The fact that a university degree is a 
necessary condition for government service has led people to 
look upon university degrees as a passport to government 
service, Thosu who join universities do so not to cultivate 
talent but to secure this passport. This state of affairs 
has had its repercussions on our universities also. Cons-
ciously or unconsciously an atmosphere was created v/hich 
inevitably brought thv_ir standards down. Gradually a mental 
attitude was developed v/hich seemed to say; "Let us have as 
many students as we can get and let as many as possible be 
given degrees." The natxiral result was that the standards of 
education steadily declined and how low they have become can 
be easily judged by those who are in a position to test the 
merit of imr present-day graduates. 
Vie know tl"jat in other countries government servants are 
not recruited in this fashion. In England, for example, 
while degrees are a necessary qualification for certain posts 
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requiring professional training, as in the case of doctors, 
profeiisors, engineers and the like, for other appointments 
the only qualificatious deemed necessary are of age and of 
particular ability for tiie post, A university degree as such 
is not an essential condition. 
It is time that we too in India considered seriously 
the adoption of a similar procedure of recruitment. Why 
should we continue to regard the university degree as a 
passport to service? Our stress should be on ability and 
not on the possession of a degree. Our Public Service 
Commissions should evolve methods of testing such ability. 
For example, in the case of jobs for which it is necessary 
today for a candidate to be a B.A,, we may lay down that a 
candidate's general ability and knowledge should be equal 
to that of a graduate, so that while we ensure that we get 
the right people for right jobs, the present unhealthy 
emphasis on degrees will be replaced by that on ability, 'inis 
alone will go a long way in changing the mentality of our 
students. 
We have, of course, to bear in mind that, so far as 
.professional services are concerned, the acquisition of a 
university degree will continue to be necessary. We should 
allow no relaxation in this matter. We cannot accept a 
doctor or an engineer or a professor except on the basis of 
his academic qualifications. It is only in the case of 
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appointments of a geneial nature which require no special 
or technical qualifications that we have to change the 
procedure of recruitment. 
There is no doubt that such a change would add consi-
derably to the work ot our public Service Coi;u..issions who 
will have to hold exa.tilnations for ap^^ointments. It may 
be necessary for us to increase the number of Public Service 
Commissions/ but whatever arrangements may prove to be 
necessary, the step is worth taking. 
Let me briefly recapitulate v/hat I have said: 
(1) We have to remould our system of education and so 
organise it that a great majority of our people, 
after completing their secondary education, should 
be absorbed in the various professions, industries, 
handicrafts, etc. Only a small proportion should 
pursue higher education in tlie universities and 
their number should not exceed the capacity of the 
society to make good use of them, 
(2) The most urgent and important changes needed are 
in our system of i-econdary education. Our present 
system of secondary education wa^ conceived as a 
stepping stone to the universities. What we want 
now is a system of secondary education which will 
not be a mere means to something else but an end 
in itself. 
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(3) \}e have accepted the pattern of basic education, 
of which the main idea is that learning should be 
not merely through books but through some form of 
manual work. This principle should be given effect 
to throughout the secondary education stage and 
i;hould, in fact, become the basic principle of ovir 
national education, 
(4) Since we propose to change the shape of oior secon-
dary education, it is necessary that it should not 
be cast in a single rigid mould. It should have 
sufficient elasticity to meet the different needs 
of different groups of people. The secondary 
Education Commission has made some very valuable 
recommendations in this respect which need to be 
seriously considered, 
(5) We have also to consider whether the present insis-
tence on degrees as a necessary condition for govern-
ment service should be continued or modified. 
The problem of hov/ best to JUnprove the standards of 
our university education is no less important, but the limited 
time at my disposal prevents me from dwelling on it. 
5D 
Address at the Central Advisory 
Board of Education, Cuttack, January 8# 1950 
This is the third meeting of the Central Advisory 
Board of Education since India attained her indeiyendencc. 
It is now necessary in the light of experience we have 
gained in the last three years to consider carefully and 
dis^jassi^nately ovur hopes and plans for the education of 
free India in the coming years. It v/as but natural that 
after the attainment of freedom we should have considered 
airibitious pragr^ iianes for the expansion of our national 
eauc.^tion. This was necessary as education is one of the 
laost imij^ rtant of our nation buildiny activities. VJe had 
also to make special efforts to wipe out the deficiency in 
education created by over a hundred years of foreign rule. 
It was in this spirit that the i-iinistry of Education pre-
pared a progranune of work for the next ten years. 
It was obvious that we had to build our educational 
structure from its very basis and improve it both qualita-
tively and quantitatively. The number of our literates was 
and is lamv-ntably low. Even the literacy that is imparted 
ia not of the highest quality. In view of the demand for 
an all-round expansion and improvement, it became necessary 
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to fix an order of priorities/ so that our limited 
resources were not frittered «way in attempting too 
many things simultaneously. You will remember that it 
was with this object in view that the Ministry of Education/ 
with your general support/ proposed that our immediate ob-
jectives should be four/ namely; 
(i) the provision of basic education on a universal/ 
free and compulsory basis for all our school-
going children; 
(ii) tho provision of adult education in order to 
wipe out the colosal illiteracy of our massesi 
(iii) the improvurnent and expansion of technical 
education in order to solve the problem of 
manpower for industrial and technical develop-
ment ; and 
(iv) the reorganisation and improvement of university 
education from a national point of view. 
The Po3t-War Development Plan laid down that it would 
take 40 years to implement a scheme of basic educHtiori and 
cost the nation a swa of Rs.8/000 crore at the rate of 
Rs.200 crore a year. You v;ili retae-aber that after the 
attainiaent of independence we all felt that the period was 
too long and exigencies of our national economy demanded a 
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reduction in Um cost. Nor was this all. We realised 
that lack 6f finance was not the only obstacle in our 
way. A truly national syuu^m of education demanded 
the creation of a new spirit aiaong our educated men and 
women, so that they would regard the spread of educotion 
as a national obligation for all. The question of buildings 
had also to be faced from a new angle/ for if we waited for 
the construction programme envisaged in the Post-War Plan* 
the introduction of compulsory, universal and free education 
would be deferred indefinitely. We therefore felt that tve 
must utilise v;hatever accommodation was available in the 
land and employ the entire educated personnel of the land 
sAther on a voluntary basis or through some form of social 
conocrij^tion. It was with this end in view that v/e prepared 
a plan of Junior basic education to be implemented in ten 
years and at a greatly reduced cost. 
In the field of adult education, v;e revised our prog-
ramme so that it became oiae of social educ-tioi! for training 
in citizenship ^nd aimed at making at least 50 per cent of 
illiterate adults literate in the course of the next ten 
years. 
You considered these reports last ye..r and generally 
approved of the reconuuendations. I agree with your views 
and feel tliat in the light of the inodificcitions suggested, 
we may prepare our programmes on the basis of co-operation 
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between tiia State and the people, :;o that the State may 
extend the necessary facilities and services on the one 
hand and the people on ti:ie other supplement on a voluntary 
basis the efforts of the dtate. 
To i.a^ jrove our st .i.aards of technical education, the 
prograiarae chut we had envisaged was the establishment of 
four hi<dher technological institutes in addition to the 
strengthening of existing institutions. Considerations of 
tinunce did not pertait us to start with all the four, but 
we thought that at least a beginning should be made. The 
Eastern Higher Technological Institute near Calcutta was 
ta.en in hand without even waiting for the construction of 
all the necessary buildings. The iicheiiiu is in pjL^ jgress and 
I hupe that the next academic year will se the first batch 
of teachers and students working in this Institute. Simul-
taneously, it has been our aim to strengthen the existing 
institutions by iinjjroving their quality and increasing 
their ca^ jacity. 
In the field of university education, the Indian 
university iJ^ jUCi^ ticn Comiaiiision unuer the Ghair.aanship of 
tj-ofesGor Uadhakrishnan wa.. asked to subrait itt, report within 
nine months. You will be glad to know that it has already 
done so. The iiG^jort is before you and one of the main 
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functions of this meeting of the Board will be to consider 
the recommendations of the Commission. 
I have even at the risk of some repetition recapitu-
lated these points, so tliat we may be in a position to 
judge where we are. You will aj^preciate that so far as 
planning is concerned, the Ministry is ready v;ith its 
prograi.une in all the four fields mentioi.ed by me, I would 
therefore like to draw your attention to the obstacle v/hich 
stands in the way of their immeaiate implementation. 
You will remeinbor that in 1947 the problem of refugees 
from Western Pakistan absorbed almost all the energy and a 
major portion of the finances of the nation. There was 
therefore no hope of adequate funds being available for 
educational expansion in the immediate future, but in 
spite of these difficulties, the budget for 1948-49 saw 
an increase in provision for education. During 1948-49, 
our scheme for educational reconstruction reached a suitable 
stage for irapltmentation. It was my hope ttiat the 1949-50 
budget would enable us to make a beginning with the 
progranuue. 
In spite of our best efforts, we were, however, unable 
to provide sufficient lunds even for the very modest prog-
ramiae of exi^ ansion uhich v.e had framed. Uur intension was 
to provide for an amount of KS.11 crore for 194 9-50, as 
this ViOu.ld enable us to start the basic education programme 
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and undertake the preliminary work for i^ ocial educcition. 
Our iinancial position, however, allowed us to provide 
only about Rs.6 crore. We accepted the situation, as we 
hoped that at least during 1950-51, conditions would 
improve sufficiently to enable us to carry out the 
scheme which had been carefully prepared and repeatedly 
revised in order to cut down cost. 
To our great disappointment even this expectation is 
now belied. Within six months of the adoption of this 
year's budget, we have had to face a financial crisis of 
such magnitude as to force a reduction of ten to twenty 
per cent in the already approvea budgets. This was 
followed by devaluation and still further difficulties v;ith 
the result that our current year's budget has been severely 
curtailed. Instead of going ahead as we had originally 
planned, we suddenly realised that we had to retreat. 
For 1949-50, we had to surrender about R3.153 lakJt^ out of 
a total budget of ..xbout Rs.588 lakh. The result is that a 
country with a population of almost 350 millions and with 
hardly 14 percent literates cannot provide more than Rs.4,5 
crore rrom its Central revenues for education I 
The problem before us tv>day is not what schemes we should 
orcpore for na-ioaal education. These are already there. We 
liavii to cousider whether we can take any lorwa-i-d step at all 
in the immediate future. It is true that education is a 
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Provincial subject, but, in the existing circumstances, 
tne problem of education cannot be eolved unless the 
Centre assumes appropriate responsibility for its 
expansion and growth. v^e are as keenly conscious of 
this as all of you and tills makes the present situation 
even more painful to us. There are no two opinions about 
the need for the provision of education on an expanded and 
improved scale. The prograimaes are also ready, but in 
spite of the urgency, we cannot go ahead because of the 
shortage of funds. 
I aiaay bring to your notice the policy which the 
British Government have adopted in a similar situation. 
In a recent circular, the Ministry of Education of that 
Government have said; 
"i>ocal education authorities will be aware that the 
econoiaic difficulcies or v-he country have called for a 
close review ol Goverruueiit e-.pendiLure. They will also havfe 
noted the announcements that the Government do not contemplate 
any major change in policy v;hich would result in a reduction 
in the scope of uhe services for which the Minister of 
Educdtion is responsible. 
The Minister wishes to make it clear in particular that.: 
(a) there is to be no going back on reforms already 
instituted or on the plans by v;hich the nximber 
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of teachers in primary and secondary schools 
will be: increased v.ith the iricreasiny school 
population; 
(b) There is to be no cut in th^ extent of the 
building i^ rogroiriip.es alre<aay approved to 
meet tlie increasing nui.iber of children, the 
the needs of new housing estates and of 
technical eaucation. Every ef j-ort, however 
must be made to reduce costs. A separate 
circular is being sent to the autiiorities on 
these points and on the ii.easures v/hich have 
to be taken to reduce capital investment for 
other educational purposes; 
(c) schemes for further education, including x>l<m3 
for county colleges, not yet completed should 
be xjroceeded with and subiaitted in due course; 
(d) arrangements for maintaining an adequate number 
of university awards should proceed concurrently 
with termination of the Further Education and 
Training Scheme, and discussions between univer-
sities and local educcition authorities on the 
adoption of a new procedure for local awards 
based on paragraph 34.of the Working Party's 
Report should continue. 
There is, however, no point in merely discussing these 
difficulties and obstacles, '^hat we have to do is to devise 
v/ays and means so that funds may be found for education and 
other constructive projects. There is no ixruaediate prospect 
of a large increase in our revenues. Funds can therefore 
be found only by diverting a larger proportion of our 
available resources to education and other nation building 
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activities. As you are aware, the main burden on our 
fijiance tx>elay is due to the expenditure on the iraport 
ot food, tiiG rehabilitation of refuges and defence. 
It ic obvioua tl^iat welfurf sorviceo carmot be expanded 
til^ these burdens are ligntened. There is every hope 
that the expenses on the food account will be diminished 
and ultimately disappear. The expendit'Ore for rehabilitation 
cannot be curtailed till our displaced people have been 
re-established on a sound basis, but it is diminishing v/ith 
the flux of time. There remains Defence. During the 
British regime, we have always complained that the Defence 
expenditure was excessive. After the attainment of freedom, 
it was therefore natvural to expect savings in this field, 
but circximst..nces took a turn, where in spite of all our 
eflorts, the expenditure on Defence had to be further 
increeised. The Government ax'e, hov/ever, keenly alive to 
tiie situation and I cun assure you tliat we are examining 
every possible avenue of saving and economy. 
The need for education is accepted in principle by 
every one. It is necessary to wipe out the illiteracy of 
150 years ^nd make our people efx.icient, productive and 
responsible citizens of a democratic iitato. The new 
Constitution gives power to the people, but if this power 
is to be exercised with wisdom and foresight, it is necessary 
that the people must have the requisite knowledge. Even 
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from the point of view of increasing the econoinic and 
ixiduatrial efficiency of the people, it is essential 
Uuit our educatiunal facilties roust bu expuudtjcl, A3 a 
fa;aouy econouiiiJt has said, there are no poor or rich 
countries but only countries in which the people use 
their resources and couiitries in v/hich they do not. 
iiouie parts of Africa are arnong the richest in the world 
in natural resources and yet because the people are illi-
terate and ignorant, they are poor and suppressed. There 
are other parts of the world, poor in natxiral resources, 
which have been developed and enriched through the knowledge 
and industry of their people, India will have to decide to 
which category her people should belong. 
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Qaul-e-Faisal - Court Statement* 
(Dxiring February 1922, i^ iaulcina Azad nsade a statCiuent as a 
satyagrc;hi in the Calcutta court. Thia rousing statement 
was highly praised by i-lahatrna Gandhi in his Young India of 
23 February 1922» We reproduce below some extracts from 
the historic statement which is 3cnown as 'jaul-e-Faisal or 
the Final verdict.) 
Certainly I saiu that tlie present government is a tyrant, 
Jhat else could I say? I do not know why they expect that 
I should not call a spade a spade, I refuse to call black 
as white. The least that I can say and the softest objective 
that I can use for this government is to call it tyrannical. 
There is no softer v;ord to express that truth, 
I viouid certainly reiterate that in the course of our 
duty we perceive only two alternatives, either the government 
should give up injustice and denial of our rights, or it must 
be destroyed. I am not aware of any third alternative. This 
is as old a truth and as old a tenet of human faith as tiie 
seas and die mountains, whatever is evil must either be 
laeiided or eiided. There is no third possibility. If I aia 
convinced that this government is evil, I cannot tjray for its 
long, life, til.i it mends itself, 
iihail X tell you wiiy millions o£ my countrymen and I feel 
like Ihi.>? Tlie reasonc and the logic behind it are so evident 
tiiat v/e might say, in zhe words of Milton, that next to the 
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aun, i t i^ ciiu inoct obvioui. ana corar.ionly perceived phenoraenon 
in tiie univ<;r:.>ej, in as taucii on acnr.o.y perctj^;tioiii> are i n e -
futafalc. uut I iihall go further unci ii^y I bt^lieve in the 
vjovi:^  iiiiH.ut • i; Lyruuny becau .e i .ua >in indiv.n^ becaur^e I am 
a i-iUiiliiu >.aia bt-'C^Uiie I am a hu-nan being. 
I firmly be l ieve tJiat l i b e r t y i s the b i r t h r i g h t of 
every nat ion <ana each individual and thu t no i.ian or man 
made uureciucrucy ha;^ the r i g h t to ketjp God's creaturer; in 
bonddge, »>jhatever a t t rc ic t ive things may be done for tho.::e 
in bondage, s lavery i s a f te r a l l s lavery, soiaethiiig contrary 
to the wi l l of God cind agains t His J iv ine Laws, 
Consequently, I ru luse to acjcnovvledgc the p resen t govern-
ment as the r ign t fu l one ana deum i t may nat ional / my r e l i g ious 
and my human duty to l i b e r a t e my country and my people from 
i t s servltud* , 
The weil-;uiov;n deception of reforms of progressive 
extension of s c i f - r u l e cannot rai;.lead me from t h i s c l e a r cut 
and d e f i n i t e belit^f of mine, Frcedora i:; rae birt l i~rig)i t of 
man and none hcis tue ii>jlit to c u r t a i l i t or to grant i t in 
b i t s and p ieces . To say tiiat some nat ion should be given 
i t s freedom progress ive ly i s l i ke saying tiiat an owner should 
be givL n a i s prup^.rty ^dec^iaeal or a lenoer siioulu be repaid 
h i s loan in ins ta lments . I be l ieve t h a t if a loan i s not 
r e a l i s e a from a c r e d i t o r in one f u l l paimient, i t w i l l , a t 
b e s t , be a compromise born of compulsion which does not repe«l 
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the riyiit ot che lender to realise hie dueii in one full 
payment. 
m short, my views on this issue are quite clear and 
unambiguouG. o-he pre.tat .jovuinmcnt is an unrightful bureau-
cracy. It ic but a negation of the wishes and the will of 
millions of people. It always places its prestige above 
justice and truLh. It juotifi<.ti the barbarous general 
iaas£,acre of uallianwaia iiagii, Aniritsar. It does not consider 
it unjust that x^eople should be made to crawl upoii their 
bellies like beasts, nor does it mind i£ innocL.nt boys are 
flogged mercilessly till taey fall down unconscious for 
r<.iu^xng to salute meciianicaxiy Uie Union oack. The present 
governiiient does not desist from riding roagh-snod over the 
IsluKiic Calipiiate desx-^ ite persistent pleadings of 300 million 
huj;u.n~beinys. Ic does not cons der it unbecoiiiiag to break 
all itii ple^ ,.gos. It coauaits the patent injustice of handing 
over Jrr.yrana an«^  Thrace to tiie Greeks ana sits bafek co enjoy 
tne spectacle of the slaughter of che total iiuslira population 
ot Uiese tvjo cities. It shows ooundless courage in trampling 
ovur justice and infinite audacity in controverting truth. 
i.uslii.is coiiiititute 70/j. of dmyrxia' s population but the Prime 
.linister shamelessly cilis it a Christian population. The 
Greek government puts all tiie iiusliras to sword and fire but, 
without uic slightest hesitation, tiie Friiae i-iinister concocts 
and relates tales of Turkish atrocities while the report of 
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an American i-iissioii sent by England herself, is suppressed, 
Finally, instead of confessing these crines and tyrannies, 
or atoniuy ^or Lhe:n, every t^pe of violence and repression 
was let loose during the last year, from the first of Noveir<ber 
to date, to suppress the just and peaceful struggle in the 
country. Should I call this government'jusL and righteous' 
instead of 'tyrannical and unrighteous'? Does the oppressor 
because he is pos^^essod of power and has jails at his disx-»osal, 
bucorae entitled to so.ue other epithet? In the words of the 
good old freedom fxghter Joseph i-Iaszini of Italy, I would sayj 
"we shall not deny your guilt just becauss you 
have so.ue transient power in your hands," 
I my address I had also explained the Islamic Lav? under 
which it becomes the religious duty of every iluslim to 
dissociate himself from the government under tne present 
circumstances and to stO£j assisting it in any manner. It is 
this :rjixit which developea into the i..on~Coopcration ijovemeat 
unuer the leadership of ilahatiaa Gandhi. Tiic Conference also 
referrcv. to the Islamic jjaws under which it was sacrilegious 
for a ilusliin to serve in tlie arrny as tiie Government was at 
wax' witii the Islamic Caliphate and with Islamic countries, 
i'iie Karaciii case was filed against me because of this resolu-
tion, I have repeatedly announced in public that the 
leooiution v;as drafted by mc and that it was passed thrice 
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under my presidentship at meetings held in Calcutta, Bareiily 
and Lahore, Accordingly, I have the first right to be prose-
cuted, if this be a criine. I have dlco issued rny presidential 
audruss in book troin \jith soiao additions, ana the book has 
alreauy st-on i.iany editions, along with its i-njlissh translation, 
j-'aus even docuiaunta. y evidence is available of lay of ience, 
iJUi-iny the last tv;o years I have toared throughout the 
country repeatedly, alone and some time v^ ith i'iahatma Gandhi, 
There is no city v/hcre I have not spoken more than once on 
tiie iCtiilafat, the ir-unjab ati.airc, tiie Jv/axaj and the Ilon-
Cooperation lioveracnt and where I have not reiterated all the 
statements ixicluded in tae two speeCiies field against me. 
In December 1920, the All India ICliilafat Conference was 
held aloiiy with the session of the Indian watior^al Congress. 
In 1921, the session of the Jamiat-ul-Ulema was held at 
Bareiily. During October last, the Provincial Khilafat 
Conference was held at Agra, In November the All India Ulema 
Conference inet in Lahore. I happened to preside over all 
these meetings. At each place, whatever was said by the 
various speakers and whatever was spoken b/ the President, 
it contained the same material as is found in ttie above 
mentioned two speeches. In fact, I must admit that the 
previous speeches v/ere even more definite, clear and categorical. 
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If these two apeeches of mine c a l l for an indictment 
under Section 124A, I f a i l to anderstand why only the 
sptj.;ches del ivered on I and 15 July were selected for t h i s 
honour, because I have couuiiitted ttie so-ca l led crime so^^many 
tiiues t h a t i have l o s t count of i t , I sha l l be compelled to 
say, but during the l a s t two years I have done nothing v/hich 
uoea nc;t l a l l under Section 124,A, 
Well, the future ^;il^ s i t in judg^-munt on whatever i s 
aap2.->eniw.j tou^y. uus t i ce wi l l prevv^ii and i n j u s t i c e v^iii be 
anaihild.ted. .«e have i rapi ic i t f a i t h in tiie ve rd ic t of txie 
fu tu re . 
I t i s , liov/cvur, na tu ra l t h a t having seen the clouds one 
Giiou d wait fox- tiie r a i n s . Touay the v;eather i nd i ca t e s a l l 
the Sj.Uijto...s tti^u dun^t'^ a change of seasoiis. we p i t y 'chose 
wiiu nave .-yes and yet cannot sou the portent;^. 
In the speeches which have been filud against mc i had 
declared that the seed of freedom can never be nurturea until 
it is watered by violence and repression. 
And the Government has started watering it. 
*Arsh Malsiani, 1976, p.128-132 
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TRIBUTES* 
(a) EMBODIMENT OF OUR CULTURE 
( Dr. Rajendra Prasad ) 
There is a Persian proverb* Buzxirgi b~aqi ast 
na b~sal* Tawangari b-dil ast* na b-iudi, which means: 
superiority or greatness proceeds from v/isdom and not 
from years; even as generosity proceeds from large-
heartednesu and not from possession of wealth. If 
ever there was a manifestation of the truth of this 
saying in our history, it was when Maulana Azad was 
elected President only afcer two to three years* 
service of the Congress at the age of 34. Within tliis 
period of great national awakening and excitement he 
had deeply impressed his colleagues and co-workers not 
only by this eloquence, but also by the keenness of 
his intellect, the soundness of his counsel and his 
capacity to reconcile conflicting view points and 
bring about amity in the midst of diversity. His devo-
tion to tlie country, preparedness for sacrifice and 
courage of conviction were demonstrated again and again 
during the long period of striiggle, a great portion of 
which he, like many of his colleagues, spent in prison 
or detention camps. 
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He held fast to iiindu-Muslim unity and never 
budged an inch^ stan .x^xg firmly by it like a rock in 
the midst of uncharitable criticism and worse from 
many of his own co-reliyionists. IJaturally enough, all 
section of the country came to love and respect him. 
His counsel was sought to resolve all complicated tangles 
and it was freely and frankly given without fear or favour. 
Equally naturally, this trust in his v/isdom, integrity and 
patriotism was exhibited v/hen he was again elected President 
of the Congress in 1940 at a time when the Hindu-Muslim 
controversy was reaching a breaking point and a demand for 
a separate independent State for Muslims was being formula-
ted and expressed. He continued as President during the 
most momentous period of Indo-British relations when 
negotiations for transfer of power were carried on again 
and again between the Congress through its President, 
l-iaulana Azad, and the representatives of the British 
Government. 
I doubt if anyone else has held the responsible 
position of the President of the Congress continuously for 
a period longer than or even equal to that of the Maulana -
and this too at a time when roost delicate and momentous 
questions were discussed. The Congress trusted his wisdom 
and integrity and he came out like pure gold through this 
most trying ordeal when the great bulk of his co-religionists 
were ranged on the other side. 
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It. is not for me to speak about his learning and 
erudition. I axn told thjt his commentary on the Holy 
KoriAiTi is recognized as authoritative not only in this 
country but al.o in other 24usliia countries. In the 
midst of all his political activities, he retained his 
love of books and devoted not an inconsiderable portion 
of his time to studies. It has been said of Lokaraanya 
Tilak that if he had not joined the political movement and 
instead devoted himself exclusively to Vedic studies, he 
v/ould have made even more invaluable contributions to 
learning than he actually did. I believe tl-ie same is true 
of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad whose exclusive devotion to the 
study of arable and Persian could have produced similar 
results. 
After the attainment of independence he was nattirally 
given the portfolio of education which included art, culture 
and scientific research. The great impetus and encouragement 
he was able to give to the development of art, literature 
and cultural activities and scientific research are demons-
trated by the establishment of various academies and research 
laboratories and institutes, and the commissions which were 
appointed from time to time to deal with educational problems. 
He was a great representative of Indian culture which in its 
essence excludes nothing that is valuable and worth having 
and absorbs what is good, noble and beautiful artistically, 
morally and spiritually. 
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The great demonstration of respect and affection 
which we v/itnessed during his journey to the burial 
giound was but a confir;:i.ition of our people's love and 
faith in his leadership and his capacity to guide. 
Maulcina Azud has abandoned the mortal coil* but his 
spirit will continue to inspire us and others yet unborn. 
May we prove worthy of this great heritage! 
(b) DEVOUT MUSLIM AND ARDENT PATRIOT 
' (Dr. 3. kadhakrishnan ) 
We are too near tne tragedy even to make a proper 
assessment of the great services rendered by Haulana 
Azad to our freedom movement and to our progress there-
rtftex. He was a yreat scholar, a self-sacrificing 
patriot and a statesman. One great thing for which our 
people have to remember Maulana Azad is his work for 
India's unity. He was a devout Muslim and an ardent 
patriot. He felt that in this country, consisting of 
followers of many races and religions, all should work 
for national consolidation and progress. He suffered 
persecution on account of his views but he never faltered 
so far as his clear vision was concerned. It is essential 
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for all of us to realise^ in these days oL growing 
separatism, tuat the raost iiaportant factor in India's 
progress is consolidation of the country and subordination 
of all other interests to the supreme goal. That is the 
lesson we have to learn from him. 
i-inulana Azad believea in the principle of justice 
in puijlic affairs and co-..passion in personal relations. 
His sias a life of search and attainment. He lived, full 
of glory, a life of which every Indian can be proud. I have 
no doult that his memory will abide in our hearts. 
(c) LUMINOUS MIND 
(Pandit Jav/aharlal Nehru) 
^^ r. Speakex, ^ir, it has fallen to my lot often to 
refer in this House to the death of a colleague or some great 
man. I have to perform that duty» a sad duty, again today 
in regard to one who was with us a few days ago, and who 
passed away rather suddenly, producing a sense of deep sorrvw 
.and grief not only among his colleagues in Parliament, but 
among innumerable people all over the country. 
It has become almost a commonplace, when a prominent 
person passes away, to say that he is irreplaceable, that 
his passing away has created a void which cannot be filled. 
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To some extent that is often true, yet, I believe that 
it is literally and absolutely true in regard to the 
paa^ing away of Haulana Azad. I do not mean to say that 
no yrcat men will be born in India in future. We have 
had gn^at men and we shall have great men; but, I do siib-
mit that peculiar and special type of greatness that 
ildulana Asad re£)resenteci is not likely to be reproduced in 
Indid or uinywhere else, 
I need not refer to his many qualities which re 
all know « his deup learning, his scholarship and his -jreat 
or..tory. He was a great writer, and he was great in many 
ways. But there are other scholars; there are other writers; 
there are other orators. There was in Maulana Azad combi-
nation of ti\e greatnest; of the past with the greatness of 
the prus'^nt. He represented and he always reminded me of 
what I have read in history about the gre .t men of several 
hundred years ago. If I think of European History, the 
gruut iiion ox. the xvenaissunce, or^ in a later period, of the 
encyclopaedists who preceded the French Revolution, men of 
intellect, men of action. He reminds me also of what might 
be called the great qualities of olden days - graciousness 
chiefly. There were many had qualities in the old days, 
of course, but there was a certain graciousness, a certain 
courtesy, a certain tolerance, a certain patience which we 
sadly seek in the world today. There is little of gracious* 
ness in the world,though we may become more and more advanced 
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in scientific and technical ways. Even though we may 
seek to reach the Moon, v^*e do it with a lack of gracious-
ness# v/ith a lack of tolerance* with a lac): of sone things 
which havv, made liie worthwhile liince life began. So# it 
wa^ ttiii, ctrungu ana uni<iue mixture of ciie yood qualities 
of the past, the yraclousness the deep learning and tolerati-
on with the urges of today that made l-laulana Azad v/hat he 
xvas. 
Everyone knows thv^ t even in his early teens he was 
filled with the pastiioii for freeing India, and he turned 
towards ways even of violent revolution. And then he 
realised, of course, soon after that was not the way which 
would gain results. 
He was a peculiar and a very special representative 
in a high degree of that great composite culture which has 
gradually grovm in India. I do not mean to say that every-
body has to be like Maulana Azad to represent that composite 
culture. There are many representatives of it in various 
parts of India, but he, in his own venue, here in Delhi or 
in Bengal or Calcutta, where he spent the greater part of 
his life, represented this synthesis of various cultures 
which have come one after another to India, rivers that 
had flowed in and lost themselves in the ocean of Indian 
life, India's hxomanity, affecting them, changing them, and 
being changed themselves by them. 
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He carae to represent more specially the culture 
o£ India as aftected by the culture of the nations of 
Western Asia, especially Iran and Arabia. 3©, in that 
Gunsu, I say that I can hardly conceive of any other 
person coming who can replace him, because there was 
already a change in the age which produced him and that 
age is pust, A few of us are just relics, who have some 
faint idea of that age which is past. 
I do not know if the generation that is growing up 
will even have any emotional realisation of that age. 
.ie are functioning in a different way, we think in a 
difierent way, and a certain gap in mental appreciation 
and unCerstanding separates us, separates the generations. 
It is right we change; I am not complaining. Change 
is esaential lest we become rooted to some past habit 
which, even if it was good at some time, became bad later. 
But I cnnot help expressing a certoin feeling of regret 
thut with the bad, the good of the past days is also swept 
away. That good wau something that was eminently represen-
ted by Haulana Azad. 
So we mourn today the passing of a great man, a man 
of luminous intelligence and a mighty intellect with an 
amazing capacity to pierce through any problem to its core. 
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I used the word •luminous' I think perhaps that is the 
best v/ord I can use about his mind - a luminous mind, 
Mien we tuiss and v^'hen v.-e part with such a companiun<, 
friend, colleajue, comrade, leader, teacher - call him 
'.-hat you vjill - there is inevitably a txemcndouc void 
created in our life and activities. 
It is possible that the initial reaction may not 
be a full realisation of the void. The initial reaction 
is one of shock and sorrow. Gradually, as days pass, tiie 
void appears deeper and wider and it becomes more and more 
aifxicult to fill that place which was filled by the leader 
who hau pas^ jed away. Dut that is the way of the world 
dnd we have to face it. We have to face it not negatively 
but positively, by devoting and dedicating ourselves to 
what he stood for and trying to carryaon the good work which 
he and others who have left us - captains and generals of 
our peaceful forces who have worked for the independence 
and progress and advancement of India, who have come 
and who have gone, leaving their message behind. And so 
I hope that though he may go, he will live and his message 
will live and illumine us as it did in the past. 
*Kaulana Asad - A Homage, 1958, p,27-32 
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